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BS George W. Stickle, John L. Crigler~ and Irven ITalman

SUMMARY ,

The drag and the power cost a.aaoclated with the
,

changing of the nose of a nacelle from a streamline shape
to a conventional li.mA.C.A. cowling shape was investigated
In tho N.A*C.A. 20-foot tunnel. ~11-scale propellers
and nacelles were used. The increment of drag associated
with the change of nose shapes was found “to be critically
dependent on the afterbody of the nacelle. Two stretillpe
aftorbodies were tested. The results of the tests with
the more streamlined afterbody showed that the drag ap-
proached that of an airship form and that the added drag
dus to the open-nose cowling was only one-fourth of the
drag l~cree.se dbtalned with the other afterbody. The re-
sults of this research indicate that the power cost, in
excess of that with a streamline nose.- of using an N.A.C.A,
cowling in front of a well-designed afterbody to enclose
a 1,500-horsepower engine in an airplane with a speed of
300 miles per hour. amounts to 1.5 percent of the engine
powor. If the open-nose cowling is credited with 1 per-
cent because It cools the front of the cylinders, the non-
useful power cost amounts to only 0.5 percent of the en-
gine power.

IITTRODUCT.IOH

The two primary func~ions of an engine cowling are:

(1) To provide an engine enclosure of minimum drag.

(2) TO PUIP the cooling air through the engine or
radiator,

Reference 1 points.out that these functions may be treated
separately because the definite amount of work required to
be done on the cooling air Is distinctly different from
the ordinary aerodynamic drag of the cowling itself.

It Is further shown Iq reference 1 that the drag
w’
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chargeable to pum~ing the air through the oowling 10 equal
to the internal work (that 1s, the volume multiplied by
the pressure drop) divided by the free-alr velooity and
the pumping efficiency. The pumping effioienoy is shown
to be nearly 100 percent for the high-speed condition.
Tests with cooling air, the resulte of which are to be
Included In another report, show that this pumping effi-
ciency can be obtained on set-up 2, which 1s the sub~ect
of this repprt. It is shown in reference 2 that a 550-
horsepower engine operating with a temperature difference
of 3000 l’. required approximately 171/2 percent of the en-
gine power for Internal ooollng work. This internal work
Is utilized.” in cooling the rear of the engine cylinders.
More modern engines with Improved finning and baffling
have reducad this value to alout”l per~ent of the engino
power.

The problem of providing an engine @nclosure that
would have minimum drag was investigated in reference 1.
The best design of the nose contour was determined as well
as the boat method of exhausting the cooling air. It was
stated that the drag of the basic blunt-nose cowling shape
of an air-cooled engine has a drag somewhat In excess of
that of a more properly streamlined shape, such as an air-
ship form. In order to ascertain the reason for this in-
crease in drag, several cowling noses varying in contour
-and dimensions were investigated to determine the variable
of the nose shape that made the drag of the open-nose
cowling “larger. At the baginuing of this research, an
afterbody eimilar to that of reference 1 was used but-
when the design was copied, the expansion angle of the
finished nacelle was elightly larger than that of the na-
celle ueed in referenco 1. This small change In the ex-
pansion angle gave a critical flow over the aftor part of
the nacelle and the drag coefficient changed radically with
the Reynolds Number. This undesirable condition focused
attention on the shape of the afterbody and work was begun
to design an afterbody that would not give”a critical flow
condition.

The problem of reducing the form drag of the after-
body of the nacelle Is similar to the problem of designing
the expanelon aids of a venturi tube. The air must be
slowed down with the least lose of energy. If the expan-
sion angle is too large,loss in energy occurs because the
kinetic energy is not transformed Into potential energy.
If the expansion angle is too small, skin friction over
the body wI1l make the drag too high. Yurther study of
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the effect of the shape of the afterbod~ on the drag Is
planned. If the cowling is(plaaed In front of a wing that
has a thickness equal to or larger than the nacelle diam-
eter, or in front of a fudelqge with a dl~etar equal to
or larger than the nacelle diameter, the slowlng down of
the air is taken care of by the wing or fuselage contour.
If the air that flows over the wing “okfuselage Is at no
place expanded too rapidly, this eourao of cowling drag
disappears.

The results of tests usingm the more streamlined after-
body are the subdect of the present report. This report
shows that, if the coriect power chargeable to the drag of
the noso opening Is used, n“o re&eon exists, from aonsidera-
ations of aerodynamic efficiency only, ever to aband”on the
open-nose cowling for any other type of engino installa-
tion. !l!hlsstatemeat takes on added signlftcance when it

IE rea~ized, as Is shown in references 1 and 3, that the
open-nose oowling provldos, at nofmeasurable Internal pow-
er loss, coollng for the front of the cylinder equivalent
to approximately 70 percent of tho cooling obtainable in
the free air Eitroam.

SYMBOLS

velocity of the free air stream.

air density.

dynamic pressure of the air stream, 1/2 pv%

drag of the cowling-nacelle unit.

drag of streamline shape.

frontal area of the cowling, 14.75 square feet.

drag coefficient, D/q~ .

streamline shape drag co.efficient.

net thrust of the propeller-nacelle unit.

power input to propeller.

net efficient of the propeller-nacelle unit, Rv/P ●
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net efficiency of the propeller-nacelle unit on
the basic nose shape.

propeller disk area.

disk-loading coefficient or unit disk loading,
P/qsv.

effective change In drag coefficient caused by

the nose shape, (no - qn) pc ~~

r
~ ps

propeller diEk-loadlng coefficient, V ~ .
v Gr

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The investigation was conducted in the N.A.C.A. 20-
foot tunnel, which with its standar~.equipment is described
in reference 4.

J’igure 1 preeents a line drawing of the arrangements
tasted, with the designations of the noses and the nacelles
used In each arrangement. Set-up 1 was used in reference
1; set-up 2 was used in the present investigation. The
nose shapes that were used in raference 1 are shown tn fig-
ures 2 to 4. The results presented In this paper were ob-
tained with a pointed tall as shown In figure 1 and not
with the tail pump shown in figure 3. Figures 5 to 7 show
the nose shapes used in the tests “for t~ls report. The re-
sults in this report were obtained with all slots closed
and faired.

Because the engine-nacelle installation for a tractor
propeller Is located in the slipstream of the propeller, It
is necessary to study the nacelle with the propeller operat-
ing to obtain the possible secondary effects of the propel-
ler. In order to include as many details as”posslble with
a reasonable number of” tests, three selected 10-foot-diam-
eter propellers wore tested over a range of blade angles
from 20° to 55° at the 75-percent radius. Propeller B is
Mavy plan form 4893 with airfoil.sections near the propel-
ler hub: propeller C is Navy plan form 5968-9 with the
conventional round blade shanks near the hub. Both propel-
lers B and C havo a constant pitch distribution when
set at a blade angle o~ 150 at the 75-percent radius. Pro-
peller Cx Is the same as propoller C except that it has
a constant pitch distribution from the 50-percent radius to
the tip when set at a blade angle of 35~ at the 75-percent
radius, Figure 8 shows one blade of each of the three 10-
foot-diameter 3-blade propellers.
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All the tests were made with zero air flow through
the nacelle to eliminate the effect of cowling pumping
efficiency on the results. The struts were shielded from
the alr stream as shown in figures 2 to 7. Because the.
tare drag roma~ned constant for each set-up, the results
are not corrected for this effect. The results are cor-
rected, however, for the effect of “horizontal buoyancy
because this effect varies with the body shape and the
location of the test arrangement in tho tunnel. The mag-
nitude of the effect of horizontal. buoyancy can be eeen
In table I. Set-up 1 was located 2 feet farther forward
In the tunnel than set-up 2. Inasmuch as the static pree-
sure in the air stream increases toward the entrance cone,
the buoyancy corrections for set-up 1 were larger than for
set-up 2.

DISCUSSION OF FIGUEXS

The condonsed results of the drag tests are given in
table I. This table shows that the more streamlined after-
body reduced the drag Increment chargeable to the open-
nose N.A.C.A. cowling, CD - CDO , fron 0.0350 to 0.0081.

The net efficiency was computed frorrithe net force
on the tunnel balance. The net efficiency for each test

was plotted against l/ fi(= V% ). Envelopes were

drawn from the composite of all the propeller tests for
each arrangement. The net efficiency envelopes are shown
in figures 9, 10, and 11. A comparison of the envelopes

for any propellsr at constant ,valuee of l/~ shows the
power cost of the front opening of the cowling when in the
presence of that propollor.

These 7
repeller results strictly apply only to the

ratio of F S used In the test arrangement. If the value
of F/S were larger, the effect of the noso opening would
be eomewhat greater than hoted and, if emaller, the reverse
would be true. Since the present trend is to put more
engine power into the same engine diameter, this ratio has
been decreasing because the greater engine power requires
larger propellor diameters. The teet arrangement is near
the upper end of the range of Y/S used and, consequently,
the effect of the nose opening dlscuesed h this report is
larger tha~”will be experienced In most modern installations.
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The change in the net efficiency may ho defined afl

where ACD is the effective change in the drag coeffi-
cient “caused by the nose shape. The curves used as the
basis of comparison are designated q-. curves. The no
curves for propellers C and C= vere obtained with
nose 4, and the q. curve. for propeller B was obtained
with nose 5 and spinner 1 because the spinner for nose 4
would not fit propeller B. The ~ange In drag coeffi-
cient ACD Is a combination of the Increment of drag of
the body and the change in the propeller efficiency caused
by body interference and by the drag of the exposed pro-
peller hub and blade shanks,

In figure 12, the. effective ACD caused by the nose

shapes is plotted against 1/ ~. For small values of

1/ ~, the main effect is the change In body drag pro-
duced by high velocities over the nacelle: for larger val-

uoe of 1/ ~, the main effect Is the change In propel-
ler efficiency.

The preceding fact is illustrated in figure 12(b) in
the ACD curve for nose 5 without spinner. This arrange-
ment has the smallest value of ACD for any nose tested

with this propeller for values of 1/ ~ below 2.0 and

the highest value of ACD for value! af 1/ ~ of 3.4
or more. The fact that the values of ACD up to

1/ fi = 2.0 are low shows that the slipstream-drag ef-
fect Ie small. Tho fact that th6 values of ACD at

l/~ = 3.4 or more are high shows that the power ab-
::~,rbedby the propeller hub and the blade shanks in the
relatively high-velocity air stream of nose 5 without
spinner is large.

The addition of spinner 1 to nose 5 decreases the
power absorbed by the inner part of the propeller and
makes the arrangement of noso 5 with spinner as good as
any tested in the high-speed range, except nose 4.
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GENERAL DISCIJSSIOE

1 ----- . The results of tests without propellerta.show that the
Inore-ase In the drag ooefflcient due to replacing a stream-
line nose with an open-nose Z?.A.C.A. cowling is equal to
0.0081. !Che propqller tests were made with a 10-foot-
diameter propeller and a 52-lnoh-diamet6r nacelle, which
glvss a value of r/s = 0.188. The maximum power that oan
be efficiently utilized with a 10-foot-diameter propeller
-at a i3peed of 300 miles per

2
our is approximately 750

horsepower. These condltio s give a value of
l/~ = 2.68. I?rom figure 12fb), the value of AOD foe

nose 1 at lf~ = 2.68 18 0.0094. This value of ACD

Includee the effect of the nose opening and the ohange In
the propeller efficienc~ oaus.edby exposing the propeller
hub and the round blade shanks. The change in ACD oaused
by shielding the hub and the blade shanks with spinner 1
on nose 5 is equal to 040033. A similar application of a
spinner with nose 1 would result In a reduction of ACD

from 0.0094 to approximately 0.008, the value obtained by
the drag toste.

From tho definition of ACD in terme of propeller
efficiency, a ACD of 0.008 gives a change in propeller

efficiency of 2.9 percent at l/~ = 2.68 and F/S= 0m188c

If the same ACD were applied at the same value of 1/~
to a 14-foot-diameter propeller aud a 52-inch-diameter na-
celle, the percentage change of propeller efficiency would
be 1.5. This example would apply to a 1,470-horsepower en-
gine. and a speed of 300 miles per hour.

!Chie same reBult may be calculated from the drag re-
sults In the following mannar. A 52-inch-diameter oowllng
in an air stream of 300 miles per hour with a drag ooeffi-
clent of ACD = 0.008 absorbs 22 horsepower. This power
amounts to 2.9 percent of the engine power fir a 750-horse-
power engine or to 1.5 peroent for a 1,500-horsepower en-
gtne.

Aa etated previously, abou~ 1 percent of the engine
power ie required for internal work in cooling the rear of
the engine cylinders. Since the open-noee oow~ing provides
sufficient cooling for the frant of the cylinderta, itm
aerodynamic power cost should be credited with 1 percent
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for this ueeful work. Thus, only 1.9~percent of the en-
gine power is chargeable to the open-nose cowling at 300
miles per ~our for a 750-horsepower engine and 0.5 per-
aent fdr a ls500-horsepower engdne.

The total percentage of.power chargeable to the in-
stallation of a radial englhb with E.A.C.A. cowling in
fdont.of a thick wing or a fueblage is-equal to that
power chargeable to the nose opening plu”e the power charge-
able to cooling the cylinders. !Chus.,at 300 miles per
hour, this lnstallatioti cost is 3.9 percent of the ongino
power for the 750-horsepower onglne and 2.5 percent for
the 1,500-horsepower engine.

Although the preceding result is extremely important
as regards radial-engine installations, it Is even more
important in its general application to airplane design.
The greatest drawback to radial-engine installations,
namely, the supposedly high aerodynamic drag of the largo
frontal area, has teen eliminated.

!i!hefact that the power cost of the blunt nose is so
markedly affected by the afterbody helpe to explain why
many test results of cowling installations on airplanes
have shown the power cost to be of the order of 25 per-
cent .of the engine power. This high power cost means that
the nacelles produced come bad flow condition. The test
results In this report also explain how siomb.modern air-
plane-engine installations have given speeds much higher
than can be computed from existing cowling-performance
data. The Installations that gave the high-speed perform-
ance were freo from” bad flow conditions and consequently
gave results comparable with those discussed in thie re-
port. Moro exact Information on this problem in relation
to modern airplanes is an Important subject for further
researchc

CONCLUSIONS

1. The increase in drag of a conventional .N.A.C.A.
open-nose cowling over that of” a streamline nose is great-
ly affected by the shape of the afterbody. Of the two
streamline afterbodiee tested, the moro streamlined after-
body showed the increment of drag associated with changing
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the nose to be about one-fourth of that wit-h the other
afterbody.

2. The resulte show .th.atthe drag measurements ob-
tatned without the use of the propeller on a neutral aft-
erbody need not be corrected in appl~lng them to the con-
dition of the propeller operating.

3. The reeults from this investigation indicate that
the power cost, in exoese of that with a streamline nose,
of using an H.A.C.A. cowllng in front of a well-designed
afterbody to enclose a 1,500-horsepower engine on an air-
plane with a speed of 300 miles per houm amounts to 1.5
percent of tha onglne power. To” this value must be added
1 percent for the Internal work of cooling the rear of the
engine cylinders, giving a total installation power cost
of 2.5 percent. If the open-nose cowling is credited with
1 percent because it cools the front of the cylinders, the
nonuseful powar cost of the N.A.C.A. installation amounts
to only 0.5 percent of the engine powor.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Tiold, Pa., April 28, 1939.
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Figure 1.- Line &awing-of the test arrangements.
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11.A.c.A. Flgo. 2,3
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Fi&e 3.- Set-up 1, nose 2, nacelle 1 with propellerand tail pump
in place. The resultsdiscu~eedin this reportwere obtained

with an afterbodyhaving a pointed tail, as ehomn in fig. 1.



li.A.c.A. FigO. 4,5

Figure 4.- Side view of set-up 1, nose 2, naoelle 2.

J’igure5.- T&e streamline shape used with set-up 2 with the
propeller in plaoe.
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X.A.C. A. Fig8. 6,7

Figure 6.- Set-up 2, nose 5, nacelle 1 with propeller in place.

Figure 7.- Set-up 2, nose 1, nacelle 1 with a 1~-lnoh slot opening.
The results discussed in this report were obtained with
all mlote closed and faired.



N. A.C. A. Fig. 8

B c Cx
Figure 8.- One blade of each of the three 10-foot-diameter

3-blade propellers used.
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N.A.C.A. Fig. 9
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Figure 9.- Net-efficiency envelopes for noses 1,3, and 5
with propeller B.
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N.A.C.A. Fig. 10
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Figure 10. - Net-efficie&y envelopes for noses 1,3,4, and 5
. with propeller C.
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Figure 11. - Net-efficiency envelopes for noses 3,4, and 5
with propeller Cx.
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N.A.C.A. Fig. 12
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(a)Nosee Iati 3; nose 5 witheplnmr Iueed as baeis PropellerB.
(b)Naees 1,3,and 5;nose 4 ueedas basis.PropellerC.
(c)Nase93 ond 5; nose 4ausedas basis. Propeller Cx.

Figure 12.- The variation of the effective ACD with Im’ obtained from
the differences in the net efficiencies.




